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1. Introduction
This document has been produced by the Metro Shopping Fund (MSF) and 
Network Rail (NR) to address a number of rail related queries raised in con-
nection with MSF’s planning application for a major redevelopment of land 
adjoining Clapham Junction station. The document supports a recent letter 
dated 30th January 2009 issued by NR to Wandsworth Council.      

This document sets out the case for improvements at Clapham Junction sta-
tion and explains the approach to addressing the station’s capacity issues.  
The document summarises the capacity assessments undertaken by NR and 
MSF in arriving at the optimum and future proofed capacity solution. The pro-
posed station enhancements are described in the context of the redevelop-
ment and explain how they act as a catalyst for and dovetail with NR’s wider 
plans to improve the station for the benefit of the 10,000 local people who use 
the station everyday. 

The MSF proposals to redevelop the adjacent shopping centre provide a 
unique opportunity to address underlying issues at the station and materially 
improve travel for local residents.  The proposals include:

• Creating 21st Century station entrances that meet passenger  
 needs in a safe, modern environment whilst providing effective  
 interchange facilities with other modes of transport including   
 buses, taxis and cycles. 
• Transforming the way in which the station is used, providing a  
 long-term solution to reduce congestion to acceptable levels.
• Enhancing functionality of the station to improve efficiency and  
 thereby reducing passenger difficulties and train delays.
• Releasing the land adjoining platform 17 which would be needed  
 to straighten and lengthen platforms to cater for the future   
 aspiration of greater passenger movement through twelve car  
 railway operations.

Without the MSF proposals, the opportunity to achieve radical enhancements 
to cope with passenger growth would be severely curtailed. 
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Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd Registered Office Kings Place 90 York Way London N1 9AG Registered in England and Wales No. 2904587 www.networkrail.co.uk 

 Dear Mr Hunter, 

Re: Clapham Junction Station Redevelopment.

Introduction
I am writing in response to your letter of 12th January regarding the recent planning 
application submitted by Metro Shopping Fund.  

As many of the points raised are not directly related to the planning application, and 
more in relation to Network Rail at the strategic level, I have consulted other 
departments in Network Rail, including those responsible for funding and general 
policy statements, to assemble what is hopefully a comprehensive and informative 
response to every point made in your letter.  In order to answer the questions and 
issues raised I have categorised them as shown below.   

Background
The last major improvement to Clapham Junction station was undertaken in the late 
1980’s.  Since then the demand for rail travel has increased. With the changing 
character of the area and the requirement to provide for the needs of passengers of 
reduced mobility, further substantial improvements are required to the Station and its 
capacity. Interaction with other key transport modes such as bus and pedestrian 
routes means that careful planning to optimise passenger movements in a 
constrained urban environment, is of very high importance. 

Any improvements to the Station have to be undertaken within the regulated rail 
environment.

Need for station improvements
In the light of the above, Network Rail has been looking at ways of improving 
Clapham Junction station for a long period of time and in particular at ways of 
increasing its capacity and dealing with access constraints.  Even with existing 
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passenger levels, the Station suffers from congestion and will be unable to cope with 
the substantial growth in the number of additional passengers that are projected. 

As you will know, Network Rail had started to explore such options for improving 
capacity and providing access for all when we were approached by Metro Shopping 
Fund.  Metro had been told by Wandsworth Council that they needed to work with us 
to come up with a comprehensive redevelopment scheme that would help deliver the 
substantial improvements that both the Council and Network Rail wanted to achieve. 

Network Rail and Metro have now been working together for around five years, in 
regular consultation with the Council, to develop a solution to improve access at 
Clapham Junction station, as part of their plans to improve/redevelop the shopping 
centre with a new mixed-use scheme.  We are pleased to hear that the proposed 
improvements to the Station are welcomed. 

Design and consultation
Following a review of Metro’s concept, it was agreed in principle that the Metro 
development should consider the inclusion of the existing St John’s Hill entrance as it 
was no longer able to meet our current and future needs.  The entrance and ticket 
office was built as part of the shopping centre in the late 1980’s.  However, its 
location concentrates both local travellers and passengers changing platforms into 
the subway.  This already congested and inflexible part of the Station is one of the 
key issues that needs to be addressed.  In the absence of funding from other sources 
and in line with its Government approved business practice of partnering with private 
sector developers to deliver refurbished stations, Network Rail saw the opportunity of 
working with Metro, to develop a lasting improvement to the Station.

Network Rail wanted Metro to investigate relocation of the St John’s Hill ticket office 
and Station entrance to serve the much more logical and capacious footbridge, 
solving the problem of station capacity with the existing entrance and subway as part 
of its redevelopment proposals.

Metro appointed a team of consultants experienced in railway related property 
development to investigate the concepts whilst considering the railway engineering 
and operational issues in consultation with the all key stakeholders.

The Station improvements have been designed to provide adequate passenger 
capacity at the Station, taking into account future passenger growth and supporting 
all known further improvement projects, at least until 2026.

At all stages and on many occasions consultations have taken place with 
stakeholders and their feedback used to develop the design.

The scheme as designed meets all the key stakeholders requirements having an in-
principle formal agreement from NR Route Director, Route Planners, Network 
engineers and the Train Operating Companies (SSWT, Southern, Lorol) together 
with Passenger Focus, London Travelwatch, Transport for London and the 
Department for Transport.
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Entrances and pedestrian flow
At present, the relatively narrow subway is used for the majority of interchange 
movements between platforms, as well as being the point where all pedestrians have 
to enter and exit the Station. Having most passengers who are changing platforms 
and all passengers entering and leaving the Station use the same narrow access 
subway, now that passenger numbers have increased, is no longer acceptable. 

A variety of different solutions for reducing congestion have been explored, but the 
one which will deliver the greatest increase in capacity both now and in the long term 
involves closing the existing entrances and creating two new entrances, one at each 
end of the footbridge.  The wider footbridge will be available for interchange and all 
pedestrians entering the Station. The much narrower subway will be reserved for 
interchange only. No longer will the two busiest pedestrian flow functions be 
combined. 

This is the core principle of the Station improvements. To reduce congestion in the 
subway by making the footbridge the principal entry point to the Station and as 
access to all platforms for all passengers.  If the existing entrance were to remain in 
addition, this would not be achieved.  Four (or even three) entrances to the Station 
would be more expensive to provide and much more expensive to maintain without 
compromising on appropriate ticketing control, passenger safety and security.

During the design stage every reasonable combination of using the existing and 
potential entrances was computer modelled and tested in detail by consultants expert 
in this field. Their findings have been presented and considered by rail industry 
stakeholders, accepted and formally approved as the solution which is the best, the 
safest and most convenient to passengers. 

By reducing congestion, the environment in both footbridge and subway will be 
improved substantially and by reducing the number of people using the subway, 
there will be greater capacity at the Station for its substantial interchange function. 

The design has allowed for all known projects that would have an impact of 
passenger numbers using the Station such as platform lengthening and longer trains, 
in addition to the underlying general population and employment growth, in order to 
establish how best to deliver the greatest increase in capacity.

I have arranged for Metro and their consultants to prepare and present to you a full 
explanation of this element of the design process. 

Other Scheme features
Whilst the necessarily extensive nature, high quality and cost of the Station entrance 
improvements does mean that affordable housing cannot be included, I am not 
aware that there has been any compromise in either public realm improvements or 
sustainability measures, as you suggest. The scope of the development extends 
beyond the shopping centre perimeter to provide a new ‘town square’ focussing on 
the Grand Theatre, together with restored Victorian railway buildings, the Brighton 
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Buildings, which with modern extensions and access facilities will form one of the 
new entrances. It provides substantially better facilities in Grant Road, with new 
landscaping, pedestrianisation and planting. 

Prior to the new entrance being constructed a temporary ticket office is proposed for 
Brighton Yard, with better pedestrian and lift access from the street.

The permanent new Station main entrance in the Metro scheme, which we have 
jointly formulated to meet all known capacity requirements until at least 2026, will 
provide a full refurbishment of Brighton Buildings accommodating a new ticket hall, 
much improved staff accommodation, retail and restaurant facilities, better passenger 
waiting and circulation space, improved announcement and train indicator systems, 
escalators and more lifts with a modern partially glazed roof and façade to contain it 
all. None of this is proposed under any other project. 

To support the new Station entrance in Brighton Buildings, the Metro scheme also 
creates a dedicated drop-off and taxi facility for the first time at Clapham Junction, in 
the adjoining Brighton Yard, which will include 116 cycle parking spaces for rail 
users.

On the other side of the tracks, the Metro proposal offers an entirely new Station 
entrance on Grant Road, complete with ticket office and generous escalator and lift 
provision.  The footbridge will be extended to connect into the new Station entrance.  
To support this new entrance, there will again be a new taxi and drop-off facility 
created and parking for a further 136 bicycles for station users.  In addition, more car 
club facilities will be provided.  Again, none of this is proposed under any other 
project.

Other
A significant contribution that Network Rail is making is in respect of its land, which is 
being included as part of this comprehensive proposal.  This includes the Brighton 
Buildings, Brighton Yard and the release of the existing St Johns Hill Station entrance 
in the shopping centre.  In addition, Network Rail is giving up commercially let arches 
in Grant Road for the new Station entrance. 

We are in discussion with your officers and Transport for London, regarding improved 
bus standing and interchange in Grant Road, proposing to deliver land to enable the 
bus stand/interchange to be enhanced and improved. 

The Grant Road station entrance and landscaping improvements are also expected 
to act as a catalyst to allow Network Rail to consider further enhancements improving 
the arches, landscaping, lighting and public environment along the route from the 
new entrance all the way to the above bus interchange improvements adjoining 
Falcon Road. 
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Network Rail as a company
Network Rail is a “not for dividend” private company and all profits go straight back 
into improving the railway. It has a Board but no shareholders; instead the Board is 
accountable to its Members who come from the rail industry and general public. 
Network Rail is regulated by the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR). 

Network Rail Business Plans
The Network Rail document ‘Initial Strategic Business Plan Control Period 4’ was 
published in June 2006 and referred to proposals for Clapham Junction station, one 
of which, the raft proposal, has been abandoned as it was not viable or achievable 
due to the complexity and expense of building over Britain’s busiest railway station. 

The Strategic Business Plans are developed at a national level and refer to all 
funding Network Rail believes it requires over a 5 year control period to cover the 
entire national network.  These form part of our submission to the ORR for funding. 
Control Period 4, the subject of all the plans referred to here, starts in April 2009 and 
runs until March 2014.

The Network Rail Strategic Business Plan Control Period 4 (CP4) was published in 
October 2007. In view of the fact that Metro’s scheme had progressed, the Business 
Plan included reference to the entrance proposals and line straightening. It also 
confirmed that ‘private-partner’ investors would be investigated in respect of several 
opportunities including at Clapham Junction station and further confirmed that 
Clapham Junction station was a candidate station for the National Stations 
Improvement Programme (NSIP).  

In April 2008 an update to the above plan was published, with a specific request for 
£56m of funding for Clapham Junction ‘station capacity and platform lengthening’.
This was just another way of making reference to the proposals referred to in the 
previous document. The amount was calculated to allow considerable further 
investment in the Station, to alleviate the capacity problems independently of Metro’s 
proposals. I will refer to this funding request below. 

Route Utilisation Strategies 
I quote from the Network Rail website: 

“Network Rail's 26 Strategic Routes are the foundation of the rail industry planning 
process. Route Planning develops and maintains the 26 Route Plans in consultation 
with our customers, end users and funders to ensure that they reflect customer’s 
requirements and are consistent with the funds available.  The Route Plans are 
published each year as part of our Business Plan and are updated at intervals 
through the year The plans are underpinned by a programme of Route Utilisation 
Strategies (RUSs).  RUSs establish the appropriate strategic direction from a 
systematic analysis of future requirements of the network. Each RUS is managed by 
a group consisting of key industry stakeholders.” 

The South London RUS (March 2008) made the relevant recommendations for 
Clapham Junction in stating it had: 
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”identified a specific funding requirement for passenger congestion relief works at 
Clapham Junction. The railway industry is also working closely with an adjacent 
landowner to produce a viable redevelopment scheme for the station and 
surrounding buildings. The combination of these schemes would result in station 
improvements [including] lifts to all platforms, improved station facilities, and 
straightening and lengthening of platforms 14-17. With the exception of the “Access 
for All” scheme, these [proposals] are currently awaiting funding and planning 
approval.”

NR proposals to ORR
The bid made to the ORR in April 2008, for £56m for station capacity improvements 
and platform lengthening, was in part rejected. In its response, the ORR made an 
allowance within the overall funding for CP4 for the platform lengthening proposals 
for the Sussex Platforms at Clapham Junction, with a commitment for £20m, without 
contingency, albeit that the final agreement on the funding levels for CP4 is not yet 
endorsed by all parties.

Where you refer to this proposal in your fourth and seventh paragraphs therefore, 
there is no unwillingness from NR to make a commitment in this respect. We made a 
proposal to the ORR for funding, as we are required to do and the platform 
straightening/lengthening project will be fully developed and implemented once we 
have agreed funding in place, provided that we have Metro’s land, as explained 
below.

We have had support from Metro by confirming their willingness to make the required 
land, adjacent to Platform 17, available without the need to use compulsory purchase 
powers. The profile required for the rail realignment has been fully calculated and 
Metro has cut back its original scheme proposals to ‘dovetail’ physically with the 
realignment. This realignment can either run concurrently or can follow Metro’s 
construction but it cannot precede it as the land we will require currently gives access 
to other occupiers whose interests would need to be acquired by Metro, which will 
only happen if planning permission is granted. 

The ORR Periodic Review 2008’, also stated that:

“We do not accept the case for increased funding for Clapham Junction. Some of the 
proposed works are part of a wider development intended to be funded by a 
developer; others would more properly be funded through renewals.” 

Addressing the question posed in your letter and restated in your subsequent email, 
are Network Rail “..now merely looking to  save money by linking to the development 
proposed..?”, the answer is ‘no’. As I have explained above, since Metro’s scheme 
was put to NR it has been our intention that by employing our land resources, a 
substantial station improvement plan would be implemented. Our discussions with all 
parties, including your officers have always made this approach clear. Network Rail’s 
attempts to establish a financial position potentially less reliant on the developer have 
been rejected. 

However, £20m has been allocated by the ORR for works over and beyond the 
application scheme to improve the Sussex Platforms. 
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Two other commitments have been made at Clapham Junction station.  The second 
is under the National Stations Improvement Programme and the third is under the 
Access for All scheme.  Both are discussed in turn below. 

National Stations Improvement Programme [NSIP]
The National Stations Improvement Programme (NSIP) has currently allocated £2m 
to Clapham Junction station and is considering funding of the following improvements 
out of that allocation: 

 Better customer information at platform level by providing ‘Next Train’ 
(information boards) to the top 10 destinations. 

 Improved waiting facilities at platform level. 
 Additional stair access from the footbridge. 
 Subway improvements. 

Whilst welcome, this amount of funding is not sufficient to achieve major 
improvements on its own, but could usefully build upon the Metro scheme, 
particularly in respect of making improvements to the subway, which do not form part 
of the application proposals. 

Access for All
The third main area of funding is in respect of the Access for All scheme (AfA).  This 
is a special priority scheme to enable Clapham Junction station to comply with the 
Disability Discrimination Act costing around £12m at Clapham Junction. The project 
is underway and due for completion in September 2009. It will provide step free 
access to all platforms and is separately funded by DfT.  This forms part of the 
national programme and is separate and additional to the Metro proposals.   During 
the design stages of both the AfA project and Metro proposals both designs were 
considered in parallel to avoid any abortive costs.  

On completion of the Metro scheme all the AfA lifts with the exception of the one 
serving Platform 17, will remain unaltered.  The lift on Platform 17 will revert to being 
a lift for disabled staff in the new ticket office. A new public lift from the footbridge will 
then serve this platform. It is expected that the ticket gates and equipment from the 
interim entrance will be relocated to the temporary ticket office and the ‘interim’ 
access route integrated with the ‘temporary’ route until the ‘permanent’ new entrance 
can be opened. 

A number of alternative options were considered to provide step free access to 
platform level including providing lifts from the subway.  This was not feasible on both 
cost and practicality grounds..   Furthermore, introducing disabled access to the 
subway would only compound the existing congestion problems and the optimal 
solution was to use the footbridge.  By doing this, the new disabled facilities could 
then be retained as part of the now established and tested wider strategy of creating 
a pedestrian flow pattern which used the footbridge as the main entrance to the 
Station with the subway for interchange and emergency access only. 

As part of the current Access For All works an entrance will be created within 
Brighton Buildings.   The new entrance will provide basic facilities and will be 
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accessed from the existing Brighton Yard vehicle entrance.  The new Brighton 
Buildings entrance as proposed in the planning application will replace this interim 
entrance.

The AfA entrance has been subject to discussions with council officers and as they 
are limited in nature the works can be undertaken using the permitted development 
rights of Network Rail.  Following discussion with South West Trains the interim 
entrance will be designed to accommodate a maximum of no more than 30% of the 
passengers who use the existing St Johns Hill entrance.  It will provide the only way 
into the Station for passengers in wheelchairs and an improved access for those with 
reduced mobility.  It is only an interim entrance with the primary purpose of achieving 
DDA compliance and is not designed to solve or due to its limited size, capable of 
solving any of the present capacity issues or future growth.  

East London Line
You refer to the extension of the East London Line which is planned to connect with 
this Station, as being ‘sketchy in terms of detail and funding’. I am surprised that this 
proposal causes local people to express ‘scepticism and considerable concern’ 
particularly as it is a longer term project and I understand it to involve little by way of 
disruption through construction and no tunnelling, merely a renewal and reallocation 
of surface track to London Overground. I can confirm that estimates have been made 
of the likely passenger increase and due allowance has been made in the design of 
the proposed new Station facilities.  Ease of access to Platform 1 (the termination 
point for the line) is facilitated by the proposed new Station entrance on Grant Road, 
enabling direct access to the footbridge. 

S106 Agreement
I understand fully that your Council needs to be reassured that the rail improvements 
that form part of the planning application will be delivered. 

It is envisaged that much of the improvement works proposed in the planning 
application, such as the two new Station entrances and works to both Brighton Yard 
and Grant Road will be undertaken by Metro.  Other work on the rail side will be 
undertaken by Network Rail.  If planning permission is granted by your Council, then 
Network Rail will enter into a Development Agreement with Metro, with both sides 
having obligations that they will be obliged to fulfil. 

The Section 106 Agreement need not attempt to specify who does what, but can 
clearly and effectively tie the delivery of all the rail improvements to the development 
itself, preventing opening of the retail and/or residential elements until such time as 
the rail improvements have been delivered.  Network Rail does not need to be a 
signatory in order to achieve this. 

Further information
I do trust that having provided these answers to your letter that you can consider the 
application more positively. It does concern me that many of your points raised are at 
odds with the atmosphere of the businesslike and constructive discussions that I 
have had with your Council’s officers and I understand have been experienced by our 
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